Kofax White Paper

Optimizing Financial Processes in
Oracle
“We needed a system that was much
more closely integrated with Oracle, and
that’s where we started looking at different
options. MarkView rose to the top because
it is so tightly integrated with Oracle. It
really lets you improve your accuracy and
controls, and with a lot less effort on the
part of the users in the A/P team.”
– Lynn Miland, Senior Director PTP, Central
Finance Carlson Companies.

Introduction
While Finance managers face similar challenges and have
similar goals in automating financial processes no matter which
ERP system they run, differences in ERP systems should be
considered when selecting a financial process automation
solution. For Oracle users, the Oracle E-Business Suite is the
informational backbone of their organization and serves as the
single data repository, the single source of the truth and the
success of a financial process automation solution depends on
how it leverages Oracle functionality and Oracle’s business logic.

“With Kofax MarkView for AP, we now have
a globally scalable AP solution with
standardized systems, processes and
controls, enabling us to locate our service
centers anywhere in the world. Today, the
bulk of our AP transaction processing is
supported by a highly effective online
system that simply would not have been
possible without Kofax.”
– Dorothea Lopuck, Director of Accounting
Services at Juniper Networks

Kofax MarkView® for AP maximizes the value of the customers’
investment in Oracle and fully leverages Oracle’s design and
logic. Unlike custom built solutions, Kofax MarkView for AP is a
best-of-breed enterprise application that is tested, documented,
and certified by Oracle, and therefore easily upgradeable. Kofax®
has a track record of success with process automation initiative
based on best-practice process design, implementation
planning, day-to-day support, and support for future Oracle
upgrades.
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Kofax MarkView for AP provides the best customer

Complete Solution

experience:

Kofax is the only provider of complete end-to-end

• Complete Solution — The only end-to-end financial

automation of AP and other financial processes such

process automation application that addresses the

as accounts payable and expense management. Kofax

needs of all users involved in financial processes.

MarkView for AP is a best-of-breed application to address

• Best Practice Processes — Based upon years of

the entire AP process. It includes capture, transformation,

experience with the world’s leading Finance

classification, workflow, internal controls, and a finance

organizations across a range of industries.

process performance workspace for Finance managers.

• Real-time Oracle Integration — The only end-to-end
process automation solution that integrates with Oracle

This complete solution is a single source for all of the

in real-time.

capabilities required to automate the process, eliminating

• Proven Benefits — Kofax MarkView for AP processes

costs and risks associated with sourcing from multiple

over 50 million invoices annually, automating the

vendors. There is one contract, one implementation

financial processes of mid to large-size organizations,

project, one project team, one company to contact for

and delivering a compelling ROI.

technical support, and one source for upgrades and
updates. The best-of-breed application delivers proven

• Process Excellence — Kofax MarkView AP Advisor
enables Finance managers to optimize Accounts

functionality that is documented and tested, with

Payable processes by providing real-time process

comprehensive learning and support services.

performance intelligence and the ability to immediately
intervene to resolve process issues.

No single technology can fully automate invoice

• Supplier Interaction —Kofax SupplierExpress™ for
Accounts Payable assists supplier and accounts payable
with routine supplier invoice inquires and helps reduce
AP process costs through a self service portal.

Capture
capture and entry. Kofax MarkView for AP provides an
unrivaled set of options to automate invoice capture and
transformation:
• Scanning of paper invoices and documents
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• Receipt of faxed invoices and expense report receipts

Performance
Optimization

In-depth views of ERP and workflow enable real-time actions
to impact business processes and manage working capital.

Supplier
Interaction

Automates supplier interaction to increase AP productivity
and improve cash management.

AP Automation
(Capture, Entry, Workflow)

Drives financial controls, business process and
timely payment.

Shared Service Center /
Centralized Operations
ERP System

Addresses process and control issues. First step toward being
a strategic operation.
“System of record” for the organization and single source of
all financial truth.

While Oracle serves as the foundation for automating financial processes such as Accounts Payable, the Kofax MarkView for AP suite
extends Oracle with end-to-end automation of financial processes.
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Workflow

• Automated classification and extraction of data,
eliminating the manual entry of invoice data into Oracle

As an Oracle Partner Network (OPN) Gold partner,

• Integration of documents sent as attachments via

Kofax MarkView for AP extends Oracle E-Business Suite

inbound emails

Financials native functionality with a full suite of best-

• Image rendering of invoices delivered via EDI (electronic

practice workflows and processes for AP including PO

data interchange) systems and as attachments to email

based invoices, non-PO based invoices, pre-approved

• Invoice capture and entry outsourcing

invoices, supplier maintenance, AP invoice follow-up, and

• Self-service invoice entry through Kofax SupplierExpress

supplier follow-up. These have been proven in over 200
customer installations to provide the highest degree of

All of these proven options are sold and supported by

functionality and benefits. Our unsurpassed and proven

Kofax, who will work with you to analyze your invoice

ERP integration allows Kofax to stay ahead of any

flow and supplier base to determine which combination

development that is required to integrate and enhance

of capture technologies will work best for you.

the Oracle Financial Applications as new functionality and
features are added to their E-Business Suite.

With Kofax MarkView for AP, all invoices are managed by
the same, consistent process, regardless of their original

Unlike custom-built solutions, Kofax MarkView for AP’s

format: paper, fax, or electronic (EDI, e-mail, XML, supplier

configurable workflows are delivered as fully tested,

networks). Once the invoice is captured, the original

documented and supported products, certified by Oracle.

format is not important. All invoice types follow the same

Any customer specific extensions are contained in a

consistent end-to-end business process, leveraging the

specific framework ensuring that customers can upgrade

Oracle E-Business Suite. Piecing together products from

easily, taking advantage of new workflow features and

vendors who address only specific invoice segments

functionality over time.

can result in inconsistent and parallel processes for each
segment.

Competitive solutions typically deliver a unique, highly
customized software implementation for each customer,
resulting in upgrade and support complexity.
Legend
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Only Kofax provides the complete end-to-end solution for financial process automation.
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MarkView
(AP Manager)
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Process Performance Management

• Real-time monitoring with alerts and notifications to

Kofax MarkView for AP creates process data that

determine Finance’s Key Performance Indicators (KPIs

can be analyzed to identify operational inefficiencies

and adherence to Finance’s Service Level Agreements

or bottlenecks, potential fraud, compliance issues

(SLAs) with business units and suppliers.

and impending cash flow problems. This “process

• Compliance with the segregation of duties such as

intelligence” enables Finance managers to monitor,

the detection of instances where a user has created

sense, and respond to the daily events and activities.

a supplier and also approved an invoice for that same
supplier.

Kofax MarkView AP Advisor combines real-time

• The ability to manage and optimize cash resources -

process data and Oracle ERP data to provide Finance

capture early payment discounts, avoid late payment

management with new and unique insights into the

penalties and view unprocessed invoice liability at any

Accounts Payable process. Through a graphical interface,

point in time.

Kofax MarkView for AP enables AP organizations to work

• Detection of potential duplicate invoices or segregation

more efficiently. Finance managers can immediately

of duties violations on an invoice not identified by

intervene from within Kofax MarkView AP Advisor to

Oracle.

address process issues.
Examples of AP process performance excellence include:
• The ability to view operational throughput of any person

• Taking action to expedite invoices for which an early
payment discount may be lost if action is not taken in a
defined period of time.

or group involved in processing or approving an invoice,

As Kofax MarkView AP Advisor uses real-time Oracle

including both AP processors and business users.

data, the user can drill down into the live Oracle data
from any AP Advisor screen.

MarkView AP Advisor is the only application that
enables Finance executives to strategically manage
their resources for optimal financial process
performance.
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Kofax SupplierExpress

customer’s current processes can be improved. We do

Also available with Kofax MarkView for AP is Kofax

not just automate current processes but optimize them

SupplierExpress, a self-service supplier portal designed

by leveraging best practices. For example, we often

specifically to manage the business interactions between

are able to reduce the number of steps and simplify a

a supplier and the accounts payable department.

process to be the enabler of new/more efficient business
processes and organizational structures such as shared

Kofax SupplierExpress further decreases costs by

services, outsourcing, off-shoring, etc.

automating routine inquiries, facilitating communication
and providing self-service maintenance of supplier

Kofax MarkView for AP’s workflows ensure the delivery

account information.

of fully documented processes, automation of key

Self-service invoice submission significantly reduces
costs for suppliers and buyers. Suppliers eliminate the
costs, labor and delays associated with invoice printing
and mailing. Suppliers also eliminate the risk of payment
delays due to lags in invoice receipt. And suppliers can
be sure that their primary objective has been achieved:
immediate, confirmed receipt of their invoices by the

controls, and absolute adherence to the processes.
Any potential violation is either blocked or routed for
executive or senior audit review. Kofax MarkView AP
Advisor delivers visibility into the process through online,
real-time Financial activity monitoring, providing Finance
management with intelligence about the status and
results of invoice processing activity.

buyer. Buyers eliminate the mailroom costs of invoice

Proven Approval Framework

receipt, handling, sorting and scanning. As an added

Timely processing is required to avoid late payments

benefit, both suppliers and buyers achieve increased invoice

and penalties, capture early payment discounts, maintain

accuracy while reducing their impact on the environment.

supplier relationships, and improve supplier satisfaction.

Best Practice Processes

Many functions are involved: AP processors, AP and

Addressing invoice capture and the entry of invoice
data into Oracle E-Business Suite is just the first step in
AP automation. The greatest value in AP automation is
found in the workflow used to manage invoices through
the approval process. With best practice workflows,
Kofax MarkView for AP delivers an unmatched set of
capabilities for quickly and efficiently processing invoices
from capture to payment. We have encapsulated
the knowledge gained from hundreds of customer
implementations, embedding that knowledge into Kofax
MarkView for AP’s workflows to be leveraged by every
new customer.
Kofax MarkView for AP implementations begin by
applying our experience to determine how the

Finance managers, line-of-business managers, auditors,
procurement and suppliers. The goal is to get the right
information to the right users in the right interface at the
right time.
• Kofax MarkView for AP’s best practice workflows enable
AP processors to provide more information to line-ofbusiness managers and allow them to initiate workflow
actions such as forwarding an invoice, raising an
invoice’s priority, initiating supplier maintenance, etc.
• Kofax MarkView for AP’s unique intelligent Markups
initiate workflow. Kofax MarkView for AP automates
invoice routing without the need for document copying/
transport, using email and a web inbox.
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• Kofax MarkView for AP’s workflow manages cascading

Kofax MarkView for AP is integrated with Oracle’s

approvals based on materiality limits and approval

standard Invoice Entry screen or Workbench. When the

hierarchies.

AP Processor clicks on the Zoom or “Get Next” button

• AP managers can configure spending limits without any
coding.
• Escalations can be automated based on business rules.

in Oracle, the next image that is ready to be entered
displays. From here the AP Processor can view the invoice
information on the image and enter the invoice header

• Kofax MarkView for APs workflow automatically
increases priorities for time-sensitive invoices.

Superior User Experience
Kofax MarkView for AP presents the right tool to the right
user based on the needs of everyone involved in the
invoice process.

Line-of-business managers use the browser based Kofax MarkView for AP
document viewer to review, code, and approve invoices. General ledger codes are
validated in real time against the live Oracle ERP data to prevent coding errors

information directly into Oracle. When they “Save” the
invoice, the image and all associated Markups (audit trail
of user actions) are automatically associated with the
Kofax MarkView for AP extends the Oracle user environment, working real-time
with live Oracle data, and using Oracle’s user interface “look and feel”

Oracle transaction.

AP Processors

When determining who to forward a non-PO invoice,

AP Processors are the group that is most impacted by

an AP processor, uses Kofax MarkView for AP to access

increasing invoice volumes. Kofax MarkView for AP

the approver directly from Oracle hierarchy tables

increases productivity by providing Oracle Finance users

which displays valid user names as a list-of-values. AP

(AP processors, AP managers, purchasing buyers,

Processors send invoices to approvers directly from

requisitioners and goods receivers) a comprehensive

Kofax MarkView for AP, avoiding the need for email or

view of their work items in a user interface that extends

telephone calls to those approvers.

their Oracle E-Business Suite environment. There is no
need to learn and operate another application to view

The real-time nature of Kofax MarkView for AP provides

and process invoices.

transparent access to the same data inside and outside
of the Oracle system. The invoice and workflow status
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information are always visible and current, to a line-

Kofax MarkView for AP provides a business user thin

of-business managers. All content associated with an

client workspace for line-of-business managers with an

invoice (paper or electronic) is attached to the invoice

intuitive, browser-based user interface to enable their

transaction in the Oracle ERP. Disputes are settled

participation in the AP process. Kofax MarkView for AP

faster, increasing supplier satisfaction and eliminating

interacts with live Oracle data in real-time, assuring that

disruptions in the invoice payment process.

Oracle remains the “single source of the truth” and
delivers accurate information every time. This eliminates

Line-of-business managers

any confusion about the status of an invoice.

Line-of-business managers who participate in invoice
processing (approvals, account coding, hold resolution,
etc.) require an intuitive and informative user interface
with accurate, real-time information, including the original
invoice, ERP and process data. Competitors focus on the
AP processors with little attention paid to line-of-business
managers.

Kofax MarkView AP Advisor gives AP and Finance managers a dashboard to track
and monitor invoice approval queues for both AP processors and line-of-business
users. AP managers can increase the invoice priority, reassign an invoice or
escalate an invoice to the next highest position in the approval hierarchy.

AP and Finance managers
Only Kofax MarkView for AP provides Finance managers
with complete visibility into the invoice process. The
invoice is visible within Oracle in real-time – as soon
as it is captured. With manual processes, and some
competitive solutions, there is no visibility within Oracle
until the invoice is approved, which takes place outside
the Oracle ERP and may require weeks.
Managers can search for invoices directly from the
Kofax MarkView for AP browser based image viewer retains document annotation
history as it is routed for approval

Oracle Invoice Inquiry screen. There is no need to log in
to both the ERP and Kofax MarkView for AP to view the

Line-of-business managers may not be trained in or have

data and image at the same time during the payment

access to Oracle. Kofax MarkView for AP provides fast,

process. Competitive solutions typically only allow this

easy access to the information they need to make better

access after the invoice has been processed.

decisions faster. Kofax MarkView for AP provides the
line-of-business manager with all of an invoice’s related

Auditors

content and workflow history, with a user interface

Access to invoices and workflow data is required by

designed so that no training is required.

internal and external auditors. Kofax MarkView for AP
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enables self-service audits, providing auditors self-service

No duplication of Oracle data

access to complete workflow data and the invoice image.

With Kofax MarkView for AP’s real-time integration, only

Reason codes, comments and a complete record of user

live Oracle data is used throughout the AP process as

actions provide a comprehensive audit trail. Every touch is

Kofax MarkView for AP works directly with live Oracle

captured and stored with the Oracle transaction. Auditors

E-Business Suite data. There is no indexing or replication

have the ability to see each element of the workflow (the

of Oracle data.

“who, what, and when” of each step).
Oracle data replication creates data integrity and quality
Option A: Pre-approval Entry (MarkView)
Invoice
Capture

Oracle
EBS

Exception
Mgmt &
Coding

Approval

problems, including errors, duplicate payments, lost
Payment

invoices, and potential controls violations. With Kofax
MarkView for AP there is “a single source of the truth”
and it is Oracle.

Oracle Visibility (MarkView)
Enter into Oracle

By leveraging the Oracle infrastructure, validating

Option B: Post-approval Entry (other solutions)
Invoice
Capture

Exception
Mgmt &
Coding

Approval

Oracle
EBS

Payment

Oracle Visibility (MarkView)

entered invoice data against live Oracle data (e.g. the
vendor master file), Kofax MarkView for AP ensures only
complete, valid data is entered into Oracle.

Enter into Oracle

Real-time, all the time… no duplication of Oracle data or logic.

Real-Time Oracle Integration

Kofax MarkView for AP creates a permanent association
of the original invoice and workflow data with the Oracle
invoice. This information is accessible from within Oracle

Kofax MarkView for AP automates financial processes

and through Kofax MarkView for AP. Auditors use a

while fully leveraging the investment already made in

browser to access the complete workflow history.

Oracle. Duplication of Oracle data and functionality
is unnecessary and increases the risk of errors and

No duplication of Oracle logic

internal control violations. Kofax MarkView for AP’s real-

It is also important to avoid any duplication of Oracle

time Oracle integration fully leverages Oracle while

logic. Some competing products duplicate Oracle

maintaining Oracle as the “single source of the truth.”

functionality such as the three way matching of invoice,
purchase order, and goods receipt information. With real-

Real-time entry into Oracle

time integration between Oracle and Kofax MarkView

Following capture, Kofax MarkView for AP’s best practice

for AP, there is no need to duplicate any Oracle logic

workflow ensures the invoice is entered into Oracle

or functionality. Duplication can create errors and

from the outset, in each case creating an Oracle invoice

compatibility problems when upgrading Oracle or the AP

transaction. This gives Oracle the greatest visibility into

process automation application.

the invoice. Some competitive solutions hold the invoice,
entering it until only after approval which significantly
limits management’s visibility into the invoice flow. See
diagram that follows.
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Leveraging Oracle Resources

Oracle and workflow information

Another advantage of a real-time integration is that

Full integration with Oracle’s Technology, Database and

the AP process automation application can leverage

ERP

resources that already exist in Oracle:

Line-of-business users receive an email notification of
the need to provide input on an invoice, bringing them

• Hierarchies — Kofax MarkView for AP leverages the

to the Kofax MarkView for AP Web Inbox which displays

Oracle user and approval hierarchy, eliminating the

live Oracle data

administrative burden associated with maintaining a

Line of Business users access Oracle list-of-values

separate hierarchy. Additions and changes to users in

directly via Kofax MarkView for AP

the Oracle hierarchy are recognized in Kofax MarkView

• Upgrades — Kofax MarkView for AP customers can

for AP in real-time, preserving Oracle as the single

be confident in the ability to easily upgrade Kofax

repository for user roles and responsibilities. Leveraging

MarkView for AP without affecting their Oracle

the Oracle hierarchy is a critical factor in strengthening

E-Business Suite implementation. Kofax MarkView for

internal controls. For example, Kofax MarkView for AP

AP is tested and proven with existing and new versions

ensures the segregation of duties for each transaction

of Oracle ERP. New integration capabilities are delivered

by leveraging Oracle’s job roles/responsibilities data

without any custom code development.

such as the purchasing hierarchy, user spend limits,
email addresses, alternate users, etc.
• Reporting — Kofax MarkView for AP leverages Oracle’s

Proven Benefits
Kofax is the leader in end-to-end finance process

multi-tiered organizational structure. Kofax MarkView

automation for large to mid-size organizations. No other

for AP supports Oracle’s multiple sets of books, and all

company can approach the 50 million invoices and $350

Oracle supported currencies and European languages.

billion in spend that is managed by Kofax MarkView for

• Vendor Master — The Oracle vendor master file is the

AP. Kofax customers operate world class financial shared

central repository of vendor information, and is highly

service centers, and are the leaders across all vertical

leveraged throughout the AP process (e.g. terms,

markets. Many have won awards from organizations such

vendor contact information). Kofax MarkView for AP

as the International Quality & Productivity Center (IQPC).

does not maintain a separate database of vendors and
interacts directly with the Oracle vendor master file.
• Security — There is no need to maintain security in
two separate systems. Kofax MarkView for AP can be
configured to utilize an existing single sign-on solution,
inheriting parameters such as password expiration and
time elapse log off. This reduces vulnerability to fraud.
Users log on to and interact with a single system.
• User Interface — Kofax MarkView for AP complements
the Oracle ERP user interface’s look and feel, providing
a unified Oracle user experience:
Kofax MarkView for AP provides unified access to

Kofax customers operate globally with facilities in the
Americas, Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Our
customers leverage economies of scale globally and
base their operations where they can derive the best
performance at the lowest cost.
Kofax has deep and broad
Oracle experience. Our
certified consultants
and product developers
have extensive Oracle
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experience and product knowledge with many of the

Compatibility is assured through joint development and

world’s largest corporations and consulting firms. Our

early access to releases. When Oracle releases a new

Oracle experts are regular speakers at Oracle events,

version of its applications, Kofax MarkView for AP is ready.

contributors to articles on Oracle, and have co-developed
technology with Oracle.

Summary
Kofax MarkView for AP is the only end-to-end, best-of-

The overall goal of AP automation is optimized AP

breed application that integrates with Oracle in real time.

operations with the benefits of reduced costs, faster

Leveraging more than 15 years of experience automating

cycle times, increased visibility, and strengthened internal

financial processes and the best practice workflows that

controls. A timely return on investment is required;

are at the core of the Kofax MarkView for AP application,

our customer testimonials and an independent ROI

Kofax enables its customers to achieve truly world class

study conducted by The Gantry Group prove that Kofax

Finance operations around the globe.

MarkView for AP pays for itself in less than one year.

About Kofax

Oracle Certification

Kofax® plc (LSE: KFX) is a leading provider of innovative

Oracle certification ensures that Kofax MarkView for AP

smart capture and process automation software

will not disrupt the existing Oracle implementation and

and solutions for the business critical First MileTM of

safeguards the Oracle system from disruption during

customer interactions. These begin with an organization’s

future upgrades.

systems of engagement, which generate real time,
information intensive communications from customers,

• Advanced integration with Oracle

and provide an essential connection to their systems of

Integrated user interface

record, which are typically large scale, rigid enterprise

No duplication of data

applications and repositories not easily adapted to more

Leverage ERP’s user hierarchy and security

contemporary technology. Success in the First Mile

• High level Oracle partner (since 1990)

can dramatically improve an organization’s customer

Oracle Partner Network Gold Partner

experience and greatly reduce operating costs,

Oracle Cooperative Applications Initiative (CAI)

thus driving increased competitiveness, growth and

Oracle Open Tools Initiative (OTI)

profitability. Kofax software and solutions provide a rapid

Oracle Applications Integration Architecture (AIA)

return on investment to more than 20,000 customers in

certified on Oracle E-Business Suite 11i and R12

financial services, insurance, government, healthcare,

Kofax is among the 20 members selected for the

business process outsourcing and other markets.

Oracle Application Integration Partner Strategy Council

Kofax delivers these through its own sales and service

which contributes to the future direction of Oracle’s

organization, and a global network of more than 800

partner initiatives, gains unique insight into Oracle’s

authorized partners in more than 75 countries throughout

go-to-market strategy, helps ensure that partner

the Americas, EMEA and Asia Pacific.

products are aligned with Oracle product directions,
gives customers assurance that their needs are being

For more information, visit www.kofax.com.
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